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Abstract
Learning analytics (LA) is a field that examines data about learners and their context,
for understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs.
Integration of multiple data sources, an important dimension of scalability, has the
potential to provide rich insights within LA. Using a common standard such as the
Experience API (xAPI) to describe learning activity data across multiple sources can
alleviate obstacles for data integration. Despite their potential, however, research
indicates that standards are seldom used for integration of multiple sources in LA.
Our research aims to understand and address the challenges of using current
learning activity data standards for describing learning context with regard to
interoperability and data integration. In this paper, we present the results of an
exploratory case study involving in-depth interviews with stakeholders having used
xAPI in a real-world project. Based on the subsequent thematic analysis of interviews,
and examination of xAPI, we identified challenges and limitations in describing
learning context data, and developed recommendations (provided in this paper in
summarized form) for enriching context descriptions and enhancing the
expressibility of xAPI. By situating the research in a real-world setting, our research
also contributes to bridge the gap between the academic community and
practitioners in learning activity data standards and scalability, focusing on
description of learning context.
Keywords: Learning context, Learning activity data specification, xAPI, Scalability,
Interoperability, Data integration, Learning analytics

Introduction
A diversity of digital tools are used within education. They may, for instance, facilitate
exam taking (e.g., an exam system), store student demographic and result data (e.g., a
student information system), or make available lecture notes and videos (e.g., a learning management system [LMS]). When a student uses such systems, digital trace data
may be generated and saved in individual data sources. This data can be used to gain
insight into the student and their learning. Learning analytics (LA) is “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for
purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it
occurs” (Siemens, 2011). Within LA, “researchers have suggested that the true potential to offer meaningful insight comes from combining data from across different
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sources” (Bakharia, Kitto, Pardo, Gašević, & Dawson, 2016, p. 378). Data integration,
the combination of data from different sources, also plays an important role for the
scalability of LA (Samuelsen, Chen, & Wasson, 2019).
Throughout their various activities, learners are situated in different contexts. They
move within the physical space, at varying times of the day, using different tools on
separate devices, leading to data being generated through different sensors. A context is
defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”
(Dey, 2001, p. 5), and an entity can be a person, place, or an object (Dey, 2001). To integrate data from different sources in LA, it is crucial to take into account the context
of the data. Taking context into account can have benefits for interoperability and may
also be used to personalize learning for the individual learner, as well as enable better
querying and reporting of the data.
Data integration is closely related to interoperability, which involves semantic,
technical, legal, and organizational levels (European Commission, 2017). Concerning
technical and semantic interoperability, two well-known data specifications (de facto
industry standards) exist which target the educational domain and LA, namely the
Experience API (xAPI; Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017a) and IMS Caliper Analytics (2020). These specifications both enable the exchange and the integration of learning activity data originating from different tools and data sources, where individual
activity data describe a learner interacting with a learning object in a learning environment (modelled with the most basic structure of “actor verb object”). The activity data
can subsequently be stored in a Learning Record Store (LRS). Both specifications also
provide mechanisms for adding vocabularies, through profiles, which can help in terms
of structuring the activity data and adding semantics. Current profile specifications are
specified in the JSON for Linking Data (JSON-LD)1 format, which builds on JSON and
semantic technologies to enable machine-readable data definitions. For xAPI, any community of practice can create a new profile, while for Caliper only organizations that
are members of IMS may contribute to profiles (and other parts of the specification).
As the latter may suggest, the usage of xAPI is generally more flexible than that of
Caliper (Griffiths & Hoel, 2016). For a detailed comparison of xAPI and Caliper, please
refer to Griffiths and Hoel (2016).
Despite the availability of these learning activity data specifications, previous research
(Samuelsen et al., 2019) found that they are not widely used for data integration of data
coming from multiple data sources for LA in the context of higher education; in the
case of xAPI, a few examples of use were found, while no examples of Caliper use were
found. Thus, it should be of interest for researchers and practitioners in LA to know
why there seems to be so little use of learning activity data specifications, and to understand the challenges and limitations when using the existing specifications.
This paper reports on an exploratory case study where we look at the challenges and
limitations of using a current learning activity data standard (i.e., xAPI) for describing
the learning context. While previous research has identified some of the challenges and
limitations of xAPI (Bakharia et al., 2016; Betts & Smith, 2019; Keehn & Claggett,
2019), to our knowledge no studies have systematically collected and analyzed data
from stakeholders who have used xAPI in a real-world case and identified the gaps
1
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between xAPI and the needs of stakeholders with regard to interoperability and integration of learning activity data. Thus, we aim to contribute to the knowledge base
through the systematic collection, analysis and identification of xAPI gaps and needs
with regard to interoperability and data integration as they have been experienced by
stakeholders in a real-world case.
The case is the Activity data for Assessment and Adaptation (AVT) project
(Morlandstø, Hansen, Wasson, & Bull, 2019), a Norwegian project exploring the use of
activity data coming from multiple sources to adapt learning to individual learner needs
and for use in assessment. AVT used the xAPI data specification for describing student
activity data originating from different sources. Through in-depth interviews with AVT
stakeholders with varying perspectives, and inspection of the xAPI specification
(Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017a) and the xAPI profiles specification (Advanced
Distributed Learning, 2018a), we identified some challenges and limitations of xAPI,
focusing on learning context description. Based on the identified challenges and limitations, we have provided recommendations on how xAPI can be improved to enhance
its expressibility—meaning it should be possible to describe data in a consistent way
across data sources—in order to better support interoperability, data integration and
(consequently) scalability. This paper answers the following research questions:
RQ1: Focusing on descriptions of xAPI context, what are the gaps and needs regarding
interoperability and data integration?
RQ2: How should the identified gaps and needs be addressed in order to provide
improved interoperability and data integration?

Background
In this section, we first look at several data models that attempt to formalize context.
Next, we examine the constructs currently available in xAPI that enable the description
of context. Then we conclude with a comparison of the context data models and xAPI.

Context Data Models

Jovanović, Gašević, Knight, and Richards (2007) developed an ontology-based framework, Learning Object Context Ontologies (LOCO), to formalize and record context
related to learning objects (i.e., digital artifacts used for learning on digital platforms).
Learning objects consist of learning content and are assigned to learning activities to
achieve learning objectives. The LOCO framework integrates several ontologies, e.g.,
for learning object content structure and user modelling. The learning object context
that can be recorded, i.e., metadata which originates from a learning process, includes
information about the learning object domain, the learning situation, and the learner.
Two tools were developed based on the LOCO framework. The first tool, LOCOAnalyst, can generate feedback for instructors based on analysis of context data collected from an online learning environment (e.g., LMS). The second tool, TANGRAM,
targets the learners and is a “Web-based application for personalized learning in the
area of Intelligent information systems” (Jovanović et al., 2007, p. 57). It personalizes
the assembly of learning content.
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Schmitz, Wolpers, Kirschenmann, and Niemann (2011) detail a framework for collecting and analyzing contextual attention metadata (CAM) from digital environments.
CAM expresses data selection behaviors of users. The authors developed a schema to
represent CAM that allows for the registration of aspects such as which data objects
(e.g., file, video, email message) capture the attention of users, what actions are performed on the objects (e.g., a file was opened), and what was the context of use when a
user interacted with an object (e.g., time, location). To enable the collection of CAM
records, the approach is to add file system/application wrappers, thereby transforming
the original data format to the format of CAM in XML. The CAM schema is semistructured for some properties, such as context. The context property is a container for
data of varying types, i.e., an arbitrary number of key-value pairs can be stored within
this container. The authors note that while the semi-structured approach is flexible and
allows for registering different types of data, it also creates challenges for exchanging
data because data can be described in different ways. They state that an alternative
would be to import different metadata schema, which could be used to structure the
different types of data. Such an approach would rely on pre-defined schemas, e.g., from
FOAF2 and Dublin Core3. To avoid redundancy of stored metadata, the authors
describe a tentative approach where metadata are stored as triple representations (subject, predicate, object), and where pointers are added to other metadata descriptions.
Regarding CAM, one prototype was implemented to collect, analyze and visualize user
communication. Different metadata were extracted and transformed into CAM format,
providing the basis for visualizing the social network of the user, including the type of
communication that took place and the user's communication behavior. Another prototype using CAM was developed for an online learning environment. Here, data object
metadata (e.g., number of object uses) were utilized for user recommendations. Usage
and behavior data were also visualized for the individual user, adding the potential for
providing metacognitive support.
The learning context project (Thüs et al., 2012) recognizes that devices, such as mobile phone and tablets that contain a diverse set of sensors, have possibilities for recording context. The project has developed the Learning Context Data Model (LCDM), a
suggested standard to represent context data and enable increased interoperability and
reusability of context models. The data model considers learners and events, where an
event is categorized at either a higher or lower level. Available high-level categories are
activity (e.g., writing a paper), environmental (e.g., noise level, location), and biological
(e.g., heart rate level, level of motivation) (Muslim, Chatti, Mahapatra, & Schroeder,
2016). There are a limited number of low-level categories, and for each, the data model
specifies required and recommended inputs. Context can be broadly categorized as extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic context is related to the user’s current environment, while
intrinsic context is related to the inside of the user such as knowledge, concentration,
or motivational level (Thüs et al., 2012). The LCDM allows for the registration of both
extrinsic and intrinsic context events. It can also register user interests and platforms,
which specifies where an event was captured, e.g., on a mobile phone. In addition to
the data model, the learning context project provides an API that enables storage and
2
3
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retrieval of the context-related information and visualizations for the collected data.
For instance, one visualization shows how learner interests evolve over time, something
that may enable self-reflection (Thüs, Chatti, Brandt, & Schroeder, 2015).
Lincke (2020) describes an approach for context modelling in her PhD dissertation,
where she has developed a rich context model (RCM). The RCM approach models the
user context according to specific context dimensions, each relating to a given application domain. The RCM was designed for generalizability in terms of application domains; thus, it can be utilized for different domains through providing separate
configurations for the individual domains, removing the need to change the core of the
model to add new domains. The configurations can specify aspects such as expected
data/data types and database configuration. In the research, context was modelled for
different application domains, such as mobile learning, LA, and recommender systems.
For instance, in the mobile learning application domain, dimensions were modelled for
environment, device, and personal context. The environment context could include
contextual information such as location, weather conditions, and nearby places; the device context could include information such as screen size, battery level, and Internet
connectivity; and the personal context could include information such as demographics, courses, interests, and preferences. In the dissertation by Lincke (2020), much
emphasis is placed on data analysis, especially with regard to user recommendations of
relevant items as they pertain to the current situation, thus offering personalization/
contextualization to the user. Analysis of context data, with resulting recommendations,
has been implemented in tools within the mobile learning application domain. Data
analysis results were visualized in mobile learning and several other application
domains.

Context in xAPI

xAPI statements are made up of the most basic building blocks of “actor verb object”
(see Fig. 1 for more information on available properties and structures). An xAPI activity is a type of object that an actor has interacted with. Used together with a verb, the
activity may represent a unit of instruction, performance, or experience. The interpretation of an activity is broad, meaning this concept can not only be used to represent
virtual objects, but also physical/tangible objects (Advanced Distributed Learning,
2017b).
The xAPI specification (currently in version 1.0.3), expressed in the JSON format, is
quite flexible. For instance, users are free to define new verbs and activity types (an
activity is an instance of an activity type) for use in statements, ideally publishing these
vocabulary concepts in profiles shared with relevant communities of practice. Additionally, a number of the expected value formats have a flexible structure (e.g., JSON objects may contain an arbitrary number of properties of varying levels of nesting).
Finally, a number of structures/properties that can be used for data description are
optional. In xAPI statements, the context structure is an optional structure that allows
us to register context data. Since xAPI is a standard for learning activity data, context
is related to the learner as they interact with a learning object in a (typically) digital environment. The context structure is on the same level in a statement as the actor, verb,
and object structures. Another structure on this level, which also allows for registration
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Fig. 1 xAPI statement (Vidal, Rabelo, & Lama, 2015)

of context data related to learning activity data, is the result structure that “represents a
measured outcome related to the Statement in which it is included” (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c); it may contain information on score, duration, response, success,
completion, and other relevant (user-defined) attributes. There are nine properties that
can be used within the xAPI context structure (see Table 1). Seven of them are defined
with keys that require a single value or object that represents a single entity, including
registration (value format is a UUID), instructor (value is an agent, stored in a JSON
Table 1 Context structure properties (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c)
Property

Type

Description

Required

registration

UUID

The registration that the Statement is associated with.

Optional

instructor

Agent (MAY be a Instructor that the Statement relates to, if not included as the
Group)
Actor of the Statement.

Optional

team

Group

Team that this Statement relates to, if not included as the
Actor of the Statement.

Optional

contextActivities contextActivities
Object

A map of the types of learning activity context that this
Statement is related to. Valid context types are: "parent",
"grouping", "category" and "other".

Optional

revision

String

Revision of the learning activity associated with this
Statement. Format is free.

Optional

platform

String

Platform used in the experience of this learning activity.

language

String (as defined Code representing the language in which the experience
in RFC 5646)
being recorded in this Statement (mainly) occurred in, if
applicable and known.

Optional

statement

Statement
Reference

Another Statement to be considered as context for this
Statement.

Optional

extensions

Object

A map of any other domain-specific context relevant to this
Optional
Statement. For example, in a flight simulator altitude, airspeed,
wind, attitude, GPS coordinates might all be relevant.

Optional
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object), statement (value is another xAPI statement that is found to be relevant to the
xAPI statement, stored in a JSON object), and team (value is an xAPI group, stored in
a JSON object). The properties language, platform, and revision (of a learning activity)
all require a string as their value (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c). Context information not suitable for these seven properties that all take a single value or object
that represents a single entity, and not related to a measured outcome (i.e., result), can
be described with ContextActivities and extensions.
ContextActivities let us specify “a map of the types of learning activity context that
this Statement is related to” (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c). The available
context types are parent, grouping, category, and other. The parent structure is used to
specify the parent(s) of the object activity of a statement. For instance, a quiz would be
the parent if the object of a statement was a quiz question. Grouping can be used to
specify activities with an indirect relation to the object activity of a statement. For instance, a qualification has an indirect relation to a class and can therefore be specified
using the grouping structure. Category is used to add activities that can categorize/tag a
statement. The only example given in the xAPI specification is that the xAPI profile
used when generating statements can be specified using category. The context type
other can be used to specify activities that are not found to be appropriate in any of the
parent, grouping, or category context types. The example given in the xAPI specification
is that an actor studies a textbook for an exam, where the exam is stated to belong to
the context type other.
Extensions, like ContextActivities, are organized in maps. They should include
domain-specific information that is not covered using the other context properties. The
map keys for extensions must be represented in Internationalized Resource Identifier
(IRI)s; the map values can be any valid JSON data structure such as string, array, and
object. Thus, using extensions to express context information in an xAPI statement is
more flexible than using ContextActivities. As such, the advice in the specification, regarding interoperability, is that built-in xAPI elements should be preferred to extensions for storing information, if available (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c). The
xAPI specification gives the example of an actor using a flight simulator, where altitude,
wind, and GPS coordinates can be expressed using extensions.
Since xAPI allows for registration of such a diversity of context-related information,
through both the context structure and the result structure, data described in xAPI
may for instance be used for personalization, visualization, assessment, and prediction.

Comparing the different context data models to xAPI

Having examined context in xAPI, we now look at its similarities and differences with
regard to the previous research on context data models (see Table 2).
xAPI collects data regarding the learners/agents and their activities. Of the context
data models presented above, all except the LOCO model also have the learner (or
user) as their unit of focus. LOCO, however, focuses on learning objects (in xAPI,
learning object information would be represented in the object of the xAPI statement,
rather than the context). In terms of flexibility, xAPI is quite flexible regarding data
registration, similar to CAM. The other data models appear generally to be more rigid,
for example due to stricter specification of available properties and data types.
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Table 2 Context data model and xAPI comparison
Name Unit of
focus

Flexibility
Categorization
of data
of context
registration

Interoperability

Usage

LOCO Learning
object

More rigid

No categorization

Targets
interoperability

Personalization, examine
object use

CAM

Flexible

No categorization

Targets
interoperability

Personalization, visualization,
examine object use

LCDM Learner

More rigid

Two-level
categorization
(high/low level)

Targets
interoperability

Visualization

RCM

Learner

More rigid

Two-level categorization Does not target
(high/low level)
interoperability

Personalization/contextualization,
visualization

xAPI

Learner/
agent

Flexible

No categorization

Personalization, visualization,
examine object use, assessment,
prediction, etc.

Learner

Targets
interoperability

Concerning classification of context, the LCDM has capabilities for two-level
categorization of events, making a distinction between high-level and low-level categories, for example the high-level categorization “environment” and the low-level
categorization “noise level.” The RCM approach, similar to LCDM, suggests both highlevel categorizations of context (in the form of context dimensions) and low-level
categorization (information belonging to the separate context dimensions). In contrast,
xAPI and the other data models do not provide this type of classification of context.
Interoperability can be enabled in varying degrees through usage of common data
models/specifications, depending on how they are used/defined. As such, interoperability is a stated end for all the data models, except RCM. While the RCM approach is used for data analysis with regard to personalization and
contextualization, this approach does not specifically target interoperability. Instead
of using a standardized approach, such as requiring terms to be chosen from preestablished vocabularies when generalizing the RCM to a new application domain,
the configuration is done at an ad hoc basis for each domain added (e.g., for each
new domain, the data format must be specified). Concerning the use of the context
data models, there seems to be an emphasis on personalization (e.g., providing recommendations) and visualization. CAM and LOCO also examine the use of learning/data objects. While data from xAPI may be used for personalization,
visualization, and examining object use4, it provides structures for describing data
that cannot be described with the context data models (e.g., information about
learner results). Thus, provided the xAPI data are sufficiently described, they may
also be used for other purposes, such as assessment and prediction.

AVT project—the case
The case study examined the use of xAPI in the AVT project (Morlandstø et al.,
2019; Wasson, Morlandstø, & Hansen, 2019), which ran from August 2017 to May
2019. We chose AVT as a case study subject due to it being a real-world project
that used a learning activity data standard (i.e., xAPI) for describing data originating from multiple sources, thereby having the potential to uncover challenges and
4
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limitations of data description and integration as they unfold in practice. AVT,
owned and funded by the Norwegian Association of Local and Regional Authorities
(KS), was initiated by the Educational Authority in the Municipality of Oslo
(Utdanningsetaten), and the Centre for the Science of Learning & Technology
(SLATE), University of Bergen was responsible for research and for leading the
project. In addition, the project group comprised 9 vendors from the Norwegian
EdTech sector, and 4 of the schools in Oslo. The project consulted representatives
of the Learning Committee (Læringskomiteen SN/K 186) under Standards Norway,
the organization that is responsible for the majority of standardization work in
Norway (Standards Norway, 2019) and representatives from The Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training (Utdanningsdirektoratet), as well as taking feedback from the Norwegian Data Protection Authority (Datatilsynet), the Norwegian
Competition Authority (Konkurransetilsynet), and representatives from the Parent
organization for schools (Foreldreutvalget for grunnskolen) and the Student
organization (Elevorganisasjonen).
The AVT project explored possibilities for using activity data to adapt learning
to individual learner needs, and for formative and summative assessment at the K–
12 level. Since learners generate activity data in a number of tools from different
vendors, a challenge is how to integrate such data, to provide richer information
on the activities of each individual learner. Therefore, AVT looked at data sharing
among different EdTech vendors, resulting in the implementation of a framework
that helped to standardize data originating from different educational tools and systems, and which enables secure data flow among vendors. xAPI was the chosen
format for data description, integration, and data exchange. To enable more consistent use of xAPI, the project used a number of concepts from a vocabulary that
had been adapted and translated to Norwegian by Læringskomiteen SN/K 186, as
they are working with learning technology and e-learning (Standards Norway,
2020). SN/K 186 also participates in projects that develop artifacts based on
standardization initiatives, such as AVT.

Method
This research adopted an exploratory case study methodology (Oates, 2006), see Fig. 2,
using AVT as a real-world case. The subject to investigate was challenges and limitations of using a current learning activity data standard (i.e., xAPI) for describing learning context with regard to interoperability and data integration, and how these might
be addressed. Consequently, we involved stakeholders at the different stages of the research process. This paper addresses the first four steps of Fig. 2.
Initially, we studied the AVT project documents, prepared interview guides, did sampling and recruitment of participants, and prepared consent forms. Next, we interviewed stakeholders from the AVT project about the gaps and needs of xAPI, with
emphasis on descriptions of context. To provide important background information,
we also asked about the rationale for choosing xAPI and the process of using xAPI for
data integration and data sharing. Using thematic data analysis, we then identified
themes emerging from the interview data. Subsequently, based on interview data and
inspection of the xAPI and xAPI profile specifications, we formulated recommendations for how xAPI context can be improved regarding interoperability and data
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Fig. 2 Research methodology

integration. In this paper, we provide a summary of the recommendations. In future
work, we will provide a detailed account of the recommendations, implement a number
of the recommendations in two separate projects, and validate the recommendations
through stakeholder examination and interviews.

Participants

The selection of participants was done through purposive sampling (Bryman, 2012, p.
418). Purposive sampling of participants is not done at random, but rather in a strategic
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way (Bryman, 2012). The point is to select participants that are appropriate for the research questions. It may be important with variety in the sample, meaning that the sample
members differ in their characteristics as they are relevant to the research questions.
Eight stakeholders in the AVT project were recruited for the interviews to identify
gaps and needs of xAPI (see Table 3). The first seven interviews were conducted between October 22 and November 01, 2019. Through these seven interviews, it became
clear that our sample was missing an important AVT member related to the questions
we wished to answer in our research, thus an additional interview was conducted on
February 07, 2020.
The participants worked on a diverse set of tasks within the AVT project and
their roles represented different perspectives. Two participants represented a developer perspective (i.e., they had experience with implementation of xAPI
methods and preparation of datasets), three participants represented a leader perspective (two related to decision making for AVT; one was the leader of an external organization associated with AVT), two participants had a vendor
perspective (one of these vendors had delivered data to AVT and the other had
not), and there were also two technical advisors in the sample. The advisors were
knowledgeable regarding standardization within the educational domain and gave
advice to the rest of the project about how to use xAPI for describing activity
data and context; they also made some examples of xAPI statements that describe
activity data related to AVT, which the developers subsequently followed/used as
a template.

Data collection

Data collection was conducted using semi-structured interviews where the objective
was to find answers to the following overarching questions:

Table 3 Participants, sorted by interview order
Identifier Gender Perspective

Tasks (sample)

P1

Female

Leader

Conducting meetings, delivery of documents, some
technical work

P2

Male

Developer

Technical tasks within AVT (e.g., server, database, data
sharing, security), contributed to xAPI example statements

P3

Male

Leader

School owner representative, specifying how vendors should
code xAPI activity data

P4

Male

Technical advisor

Vocabulary/profile work, detailed work on how to represent
context for AVT activity data, created xAPI example
statements

P5

Male

Vendor (delivered data),
developer

Planning and implementation of vendor solution

P6

Female

Vendor (did not deliver
data)

Project leadership and coordination for vendor

P7

Female

Leader (external
organization associated
with AVT)

Conducted meetings where a number of AVT members
participated, which fed into the AVT project; work related to
vocabularies and their use in Norway

P8

Male

Technical advisor

Vocabulary/profile work, detailed work on how to represent
context for AVT activity data, participated in developing xAPI
example statements, explored and informed vendors about
tools and libraries for storage and exchange of activity data
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– What was the rationale for choosing xAPI in the AVT project?
– What was the process of using xAPI for data integration and data sharing?
– What challenges and limitations of xAPI were identified when describing context
for data integration?
Interview guides were developed based on study of several documents including the
final report for the AVT project (Morlandstø et al., 2019), the xAPI specification
(Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017a), and the xAPI profile specification (Advanced
Distributed Learning, 2018a). The interview guides contained a list of topics to be covered in the individual interviews, which can be broadly be categorized as the following:
 Background (e.g., regarding the role/tasks of the participant in the AVT project,

and their previous experience with xAPI),
 Leadership (e.g., related to reasons for choosing xAPI for the AVT project, and

other decisions made within the project),
 Technical development (e.g., practical experiences of describing data in xAPI),
 Context (details about how context was represented using xAPI and reasons),
 High-level topics (e.g., benefits and challenges of using learning activity data

specifications for data integration).
The participants were interviewed according to their perspectives, roles, the tasks
they had worked on, and their areas of competence. Each topic in the interview guide
was covered by at least two participants. Before the interviews started all participants
were presented with a consent form, explaining aspects such as the purpose of the
project, that audio would be recorded for subsequent transcription, that participant
information would be anonymized upon transcription and stored securely, and that
their participation was voluntary and could be withdrawn at any time. Because the
audio recordings could theoretically be used to identify the participants, the project was
reported to the Norwegian Centre for Research Data (2020), which approved the project based on the measures taken concerning privacy and research ethics. Participants
were informed that the interviews could take up to 90 min, although most interviews
finished in less than an hour. All interviews were conducted in Norwegian.
Data analysis

The study used a thematic analysis approach (Bryman, 2012) to analyze the transcribed
interview data. The transcripts were collated and read through several times for
familiarity with the content. The interview data were coded at two levels, using NVivo
(2020). First, the data were coded according to our overarching questions; next, the
data for each overarching question were coded at a more fine-grained level and themes
were identified through an inductive process.

Findings
The analysis resulted in 32 codes during the second level of coding that were further aggregated to seven themes, each pertaining to an overarching question (see
Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Questions and themes

The findings in each theme are summarized below. All quotations in this section have
been translated from Norwegian to English.

Rationale for choosing xAPI
Open, flexible, and mature specification

A number of the responses given by the participants indicated that xAPI was chosen by
AVT because it was open, flexible, and mature. P1 and P3 (representing a leadership
perspective) explained that at the time of making the decision, xAPI had already been
chosen as the preferred learning activity data specification for Norway by Standards
Norway and the SN/K 186 committee, and this was the main reason that AVT chose to
use xAPI. Another reason, mentioned by P1, was the openness and flexibility of xAPI.
Since the choice of xAPI by SN/K 186 was the main reason that AVT decided on xAPI,
the rationale for choosing xAPI by SN/K 186 was also of interest during the interviews.
As P3, P7, and P8 had actively taken part in or observed the choice of xAPI by
Standards Norway and SN/K 186, they explained reasons for the choice by the
committee. Openness and flexibility were mentioned by all three participants. P3
and P7 specifically remarked on the possibility to customize xAPI for a particular
use-case/project (e.g., through profiles or extensions). P8 stated that while IMS
Caliper was an alternative at the time of the SN/K 186 decision, it seemed less mature than xAPI. Particularly, xAPI had more extensive documentation than Caliper.
Two other aspects for choosing xAPI over Caliper, mentioned by P8, was that Caliper is more adjusted to the US educational system and that vendors of the big
EdTech systems that have the greatest influence on Caliper. Looking at the IMS
members, it is clear that the majority are US companies and institutions (IMS Global, 2020). Griffiths and Hoel (2016) confirm that it is the member organizations
of IMS that influence the use cases that Caliper can describe and that the specification seems to target the needs of larger vendors and institutions. Interestingly,
P7 explained that SN/K 186 had not taken a definite stand that they would only
use xAPI, but they would try out the specification.
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Familiarity

Another reason for choosing xAPI for the AVT project, as revealed by P1, was that several project members were already familiar with the specification. P4 and P5 confirmed
that they had both used the specification in their work for EdTech vendors (P4 functioned as an advisor in the AVT project). The AVT project members also had some
knowledge about other Norwegian users of xAPI. P7 and P8 were aware of a smaller
EdTech vendor that was using xAPI. P7 mentioned that a large higher education institution in Norway had experimented with the specification.

Process of using xAPI for data integration and data sharing
Practical experimentation and learning by trial and error

Using xAPI for data integration was very much a process of practical experimentation
and trial and error, as P3 explained. As a starting point, the project used data in xAPI
format from math tests in Oslo municipality (P2 converted the data to xAPI format).
Having access to these data, a group including the technical advisors (P4 and P8) and
P2 made one simple and one advanced example statement (more examples were later
added), as explained by P3.
P1 and P3 stated that the vendors were asked to use the examples as templates or
rules for how to construct xAPI statements. The examples used concepts (e.g., verbs)
from the xAPI vocabulary, i.e., the collective vocabulary defined in the published xAPI
profiles (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2020b), some of which had been translated to
Norwegian by SN/K 186. Other concepts used in the examples, which were not available in the xAPI vocabulary, were defined in a separate xAPI profile. According to P4,
following the examples was to ensure more uniform data descriptions, thus making
data more easily integrable. For storage of xAPI statements, vendors were encouraged
to implement their own LRS, which would accept queries in a specific format and return statements.
Concerning data sharing, a prototype was developed that could be queried for
student data. The prototype had an LRS component (storing data from the Oslo tests),
access control (to allow secure data sharing from other LRSs, e.g., from vendors), and a
limited user interface that could display some data about students, as explained by P2.
Initially, a number of the participating vendors in the AVT project indicated a willingness to share data. To make it easier for vendors to share data, thus to get more data for
the project, the requirements for how statements should be formulated were eventually
eased, as explained by P1. While P6’s company did not manage to deliver data in time,
she did state that this decision would have allowed her company to deliver data eventually,
as the data generated by their tool was at a higher level compared to the xAPI examples
they were given. Also, P5’s company, who did deliver data, ended up delivering data in a
format that differed slightly from the examples. This was due to internals of their application since some data generated did not fit into the built-in structures of xAPI. As P1
explained about the benefits and drawbacks about easing the requirements for the statements: “It gives advantages since we might get some additional data, but it gives drawbacks related to subsequent analysis. Because the data consistency, i.e., the quality of the
entire data set, may not be as good. So, we have to weigh [drawbacks and benefits of] this
the entire time.” Still, at the end of the AVT project, only one vendor managed to share
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data in xAPI format. The data shared by the vendor was technically integrated with the
Oslo municipality test data, but there was no individual student whose data appeared in
both data sources (as stated by P1). Thus, more could have been said about data integration if more data would had been successfully delivered.

Expert-driven technical process

The AVT work on using xAPI for data integration and data sharing was very much
driven by the technical advisors (P4 and P8) who were knowledgeable about
standardization and xAPI. When asked in-depth about how the project chose to describe context using xAPI, and why that decision was made, those participants who had
a leadership perspective in AVT (P1 and P3), and P2 (developer), all said to rather ask
the advisors P4 and P8. As P3 put it: “P4 and P8 are the two masterminds behind the
very technical parts of this [project].” He stated that the project relied heavily on P4
and P8 in the area of modelling context and that the other AVT members trusted their
recommendations. P4 and P8 contributed greatly to the xAPI profile and to the example xAPI statements. In addition, P8 worked on specifying vendor LRS requirements.
When asked if it was clear how to construct xAPI statements in terms of data integration, P4 stated that he had hoped more vendors would have shown an interest in how
the statement examples were formulated, as this could have sparked interesting discussions. From the perspective of a vendor who delivered data, this view of vendors as
showing a limited interest in statement formulation was confirmed by P5. He expressed
that how statements were generated to allow for data integration from multiple sources
was not a focus area for his company: “As a vendor this is not something we care
about. Rather, it is those who consume our data that have to figure this out.”

Challenges and limitations of xAPI
Data description constructs

In terms of describing context within the AVT project, concepts from the xAPI vocabulary were used. While this approach enabled the description of the data, P3 noted
that the example xAPI statements did not use many of the concepts from the xAPI vocabulary, as correct use of the concepts was quite challenging. For instance, for the verb
“answered,” the many different types of items that could be solved or answered by a
student could make it challenging to properly define the item. To add further concepts
related to context that were not available in the xAPI vocabulary, an xAPI profile was
developed for the AVT project, as explained by P3. The concepts were registered as
metadata in the form of activity types. The activity types were used to represent concepts relevant for the AVT project, such as competence objective, school owner, and
school. Thus, instances (i.e., activities) of these activity types could also be part of the
statements. As P4 and P8 pointed out, using a profile allowed for restriction of the concepts that were used in xAPI statements. P8 also emphasized that profiles can explain
the specific meaning of a concept.
Related to data description, two participants (P3 and P5) mentioned that mapping
real-world data to the xAPI format could be difficult, due to the assumptions of xAPI.
P5 mentioned a problem of registering the answer to an assignment in xAPI, where
xAPI expected exactly one answer. The solution of the vendor that P5 represented,
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however, had multiple choice. Therefore, more than one answer could be correct (in
combination).
To add contextual data to the context structure of the xAPI statements, in addition
to the data that could be added to the seven properties taking a single value or object
that represents a single entity, P4 and P8 explained that the project had the choice between adding them to ContextActivities and extensions. In the end, it was decided to
use ContextActivities, with the following structure: context -> ContextActivities ->
grouping. Accordingly, activities which collectively constituted the context data were
grouped together. P4 said that part of the reason was that the example statements were
inspired by CMI-5, a specification that has as its goal to enable a consistent information
model for xAPI (CMI-5, 2020). He also stated that ContextActivities is a more standard
way of using the xAPI specification, while extensions are a more custom approach. As
P4 explained regarding extensions: “No one can know anything about how that format
is.” While P4 was initially in doubt about the use of ContextActivities, he did feel it was
a better choice than using extensions.
P8 pointed out that while ContextActivities had a fixed structure, and extensions had
a more flexible structure (e.g., it can contain a JSON object or a list). He stated two
reasons for choosing ContextActivities over extensions: The first was related to the
libraries available for generating xAPI statements. It was much simpler to add ContextActivities than extensions. The second reason was that vendors were to set up their
own LRS according to the xAPI specification. One requirement was to set up a query
API, so that the LRS could be queried in a standardized way. As P2 stated, however, it
was a challenge that LRSs do not have good query capabilities, the focus seems to rather be on data. Using ContextActivities made it easier to filter statements on contextual data (activity types). P8 explained that to filter based on the contextual data when
using extensions, a new API would need to be built on top of the query API: “You
would have to build another API on top of the existing, to enable those queries. So, in
a way it [using ContextActivities] is a minor ‘hack’(…). It was a way to enable more
powerful queries or search.” Thus, using ContextActivities enabled enhanced query
capabilities without requiring extra development work. P8 pointed out that using ContextActivities to group contextual information had a significant drawback in terms of
semantics. The activity types added to the xAPI profile, such as school, school owner,
and competence objective, were not really activity types. Thus, the activities added to
ContextActivities, which were instances of the activity types added in the AVT xAPI
profile, were not really activities. In a report on xAPI, Learning Pool, the developers of
the Learning Locker LRS, tell a related story on how not adhering to semantics can
make querying easier. They wanted to model that a user had liked a specific comment
by another user (Betts & Smith, 2019). Semantically, the comment (an activity) was the
object of such a statement, and the other user belonged in the context. In terms of
querying, they wanted to count how many times a user had made comments that were
liked by other users. In this instance, they found querying easier if the other user was
in the object structure, and the comment was in the xAPI context, even if this was not
semantically correct. They commented: “This is just one example of how adopting the
specification has been somewhat harder than we first thought it would be.”
Another aspect of ContextActivies is how contextual information is grouped. When
asked why grouping was used in place of category or other, both P4 and P8 were
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uncertain. P4 stated he had read a lot about the topic, but he was unsure about how
they differed. There seemed to be a lack of semantics that set them apart. P4 said any
one of them could be used in the statements, or they could all be used: “We could have
said that competence objective is in grouping, but the school owner, which school it
originated from, is in [category] or [other]. But that would just make the statements
even more complex.” In the end, P4 said they just needed to make a rule for which one
to use, to ensure all vendors would follow the same procedure (and to not confuse the
vendors). P8 also pointed out the difficulty of choosing between grouping, category, and
other. When reflecting on the differences he stated: “Grouping… I don’t really know
what that means, really.” He added that choosing between the three was made even
more difficult since the activity types of the added activities were not really activity
types.

(Semantic) differences between tools generating statements

Another challenge, expressed by P3, is that the openness of xAPI allows for the
combination of data that may look similar, but that turn out to be not comparable. P4
mentioned duration as an example of a property that may be used differently in different EdTech systems and thus could be difficult to compare across sources. A property
that was in fact problematic in the AVT project is the score of a student when solving
a specific item, as mentioned by P3 and P5. Even when a score is set according to the
same scale, it may not have the same meaning across systems. In AVT, the meaning of
score was different in the tests administered by Oslo municipality and in the data delivered by the vendor, as their tool was a system for practicing, rather than testing. P4
and P5 note that identifying these types of discrepancies require the sources to be wellknown by those using them (e.g., for analysis). Because of the xAPI openness, different
tools may also generate a different number of statements for the same type of event, as
pointed out by P3. He stated that this was not a big challenge for the AVT project, because only one vendor delivered data. When more than one vendor delivers data, however, it could become a challenge. Another challenge, concerning tool differences, is
that the same type of data may be recorded at different levels of granularity by different
tools. For instance, P6 expressed that her company attempted to deliver data that was
at a higher level compared to the xAPI examples they were first given.

Semantic vs. technical interoperability

The process of using xAPI for data integration was expert-driven, as mentioned earlier.
This was particularly apparent when asking the different stakeholders about data descriptions. When asking those with a leader perspective in AVT (P1 and P3) and those
with a developer perspective (P2 and P5) if xAPI could satisfactorily describe the data,
they generally agreed. As P3 stated: “There is no data we have wanted to describe that
we have not been able to describe with xAPI so far.” When probing further about representation of context in xAPI, P1, P3, and P5 generally agreed that xAPI could do it in
a satisfactory way. The developers based their data descriptions on the examples created by P4 and P8; thus, they knew xAPI more on a technical level of interoperability
than on a semantic level. As P2 expressed it: “I didn’t examine other options for xAPI.
I just thought that here we have an example, then I will fill out the data I have
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according to the example.” When P3, representing the leadership perspective in AVT,
was asked if he thought it would have been more difficult to describe the data without
the example, he agreed: “Yes, you can express almost anything with xAPI, so you have
to start with a need.” When asking the technical advisors, who were more
knowledgeable about xAPI and standardization, about data descriptions and context,
they both mentioned several problems related to the openness/flexibility of xAPI and
semantics. The different ways to represent context data (ContextActivities -> grouping,
category or other) was one example. They also saw problems in constructing xAPI
statements in terms of data integration because of the many ways data of the same type
might be described. P4 said that in the context of AVT you need to try to find concepts
appropriate for the vendors and to make them follow rules/templates. P8 said creating
statements for data integration might be achievable within a small project such as
AVT, based on common rules and documentation. If combining data with another
community of practice, however, it would be challenging: “There would be many
sources of error concerning syntax, semantics, etc.” He suggested library development
and schema validation as possible ways to alleviate this challenge.

Recommendations
We see that the analysis of the stakeholder interviews establishes that there is a lack of
clarity in how to describe xAPI context data related to interoperability and data integration, which negatively affects the expressibility of xAPI. The challenges identified
through systematic analysis of interview data and inspection of the xAPI and xAPI profile specifications are shown in Table 4.
Based on the challenges identified, we provide recommendations (i.e., recommended
solutions), in summarized form, on how xAPI can be improved to support interoperability and data integration, with emphasis on descriptions of xAPI context (see Table
4). The recommendations were specified using an iterative process, where we used a
bottom-up approach of identifying challenges in the analyzed data, xAPI and xAPI profile specifications, and a top-down approach of examining relevant research literature
on context categorizations. Although the emphasis has been on descriptions of context,
we additionally give some recommendations that pertain to the xAPI framework as a
whole (e.g., data typing and validation, and improved documentation), as they are important with regard to the expressibility of xAPI context. In our recommended improvements to xAPI, it should be noted that some recommended changes will require a
change to the xAPI standard (or documentation), while others can be implemented
using an xAPI profile. For this paper, the recommendations are at a conceptual rather
than implementation level.
Regarding the recommendations, data typing and validation for specific use cases can
currently be addressed through two xAPI profile constructs (Advanced Distributed
Learning, 2018b). Statement templates describe a way to structure xAPI statements,
and can include rules, e.g., for restrictions on the data type of a specific property value,
while patterns define how a group of statements should be ordered. Both constructs
can be checked by an xAPI profile validator.
Recently (August 2020), Advanced Distributed Learning (2020a) published information that there are plans to standardize xAPI 2.0, which is an upgrade from the current
version 1.0.3 (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2020a). An IEEE LTSC working group,
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Table 4 Challenges identified and recommended solutions
Category

Challenges identified

Recommended solutions

Context

The distinction between ContextActivities and
extensions appears artificial, and it is not always
clear which to use.

Use a unified structure for context in xAPI, i.e.,
context dimensions, with appropriate (low-level)
properties for each context dimension. Use data
typing and validation to restrict properties and
value types for context dimensions. Depending
on the property, the value type can be Activity,
but other value types should also be supported
(e.g., JSON object and string).

Extensions are flexible in how data can be
registered and therefore could make it more
difficult to integrate data.
ContextActivities is not a good fit for all types of
context data.
Grouping of related activities in ContextActivities
can be done within three different structures
(grouping, category or other). It is not clear how
the three structures differ. The grouping
structures are all very high-level.

Remove distinction between grouping, category,
and other. All context data that do not have an
explicit (parent) relationship to the statement
should be placed in the same structure. For the
suggested unified structure for context, i.e.,
context dimensions, the related information can
be listed more explicitly as property values
belonging to the appropriate dimension and
property.

The query capabilities of LRSs are seen as limited.
The example given is that it is only possible to
filter statements on contextual data that are
instances of an activity type. Thus, to allow
filtering of resources in AVT (without extra
development work), resources were registered as
activities, even if they were not really activities on
the semantic level.

The xAPI specification defines the query interface
that all LRSs must implement (Advanced
Distributed Learning, 2017d). In the case of
filtering based on resources, the specification
needs to be extended, so that it is possible to
filter contextual data by any resource type.
Individual LRS providers have addressed this
issue on an ad hoc basis (Learning Locker, 2020),
but the problem needs to be further addressed
in the xAPI specification to ensure LRS
interoperability (e.g., for xAPI users not to have to
rewrite substantial amounts of code if moving
data between LRSs).

Concepts from the xAPI vocabulary not sufficient
to describe all data.

Use of xAPI profiles to add additional concepts.

The same vocabulary concept may be
represented in different public xAPI profiles,
which make up the xAPI vocabulary.

Stricter curation/approval process of the public
profiles.

Data typing
and validation

Tools generating data at multiple levels of
granularity is a challenge, which may make it
more difficult to meaningfully integrate data.

To help tool developers identify and enforce the
expected level of granularity, xAPI data typing
and validation can be used. For instance, if a
property takes a list of activities (more granular),
validation can ensure that less granular values
(e.g., integer) will not be accepted.

Data typing
and validation

Difficulties in mapping real-world data to xAPI
due to its assumptions.

Data typing and validation can help to ensure
that the assumptions of xAPI (e.g., expected
value for an xAPI concept) are made more
explicit and tested against the data, to avoid
wrong use of the specification. It is also crucial
that the xAPI specification can be extended as
new use cases reveal new needs for data
registration.

Data typing
and validation

Different tools may generate different numbers
of statements for the same type of event.

Validation could be tied to the number of
statements generated for a given type of event,
and to ensure that the statements generated
follow an ordered pattern.

Data typing
The openness and flexibility of xAPI allows data
and validation and relationships of the same type to be
Documentation modelled in a myriad of different ways.

Add clearer modelling guidelines to the
documentation. Add data typing and validation
of properties and property values. Use of profiles
to specify vocabularies.

Documentation It may be challenging to correctly use concepts
from the xAPI vocabulary.

Improve xAPI documentation, e.g., document
more solutions for specific use-cases, and add
more examples of how to use the xAPI vocabulary concepts in order to avoid misunderstandings and remove ambiguity.
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comprising stakeholders from the xAPI community and technical experts, have agreed
on the new standard; however, a formal balloting process also must be conducted in
order to standardize. While there is information that some new structures will be introduced in order to describe context, it is indicated that these structures will allow more
structured descriptions of individuals (i.e., contextAgents) and teams (i.e., contextGroups);
thus, we do not believe they will solve the issues/challenges related to context that our research has identified and for which we provide recommendations in this paper. Another
addition to the proposed xAPI 2.0 standard is a best-practices guide, “which will be linked
to the eventual standard as a living document that can grow and change with advances in
learning science and technologies” (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2020a). Based on the
published information, this guide could help in the identified need for improvements in
the xAPI documentation. Other changes in the proposed version 2.0 include forbidding
additional properties in statements and standardizing timestamps. While the changes may
help in terms of interoperability and data integration, they do not specifically relate to the
challenges we have identified and the recommendations we have provided.

Discussion
Two research questions were posed in this paper, regarding (1) gaps and needs of xAPI
in terms of interoperability and data integration focusing on context descriptions, and
(2) how identified gaps and needs can be addressed in order to provide improved interoperability and data integration. We have addressed RQ1 through analysis of the data
from the AVT stakeholder interviews and inspection of the xAPI and xAPI profiles
specifications, and RQ2 through providing summarized recommendations on how xAPI
can be improved to support interoperability and data integration with emphasis on
descriptions of xAPI context. In the following, we discuss patterns and trends related
to xAPI data descriptions and interoperability/data integration, which we have identified based on the review of research papers that utilize xAPI to describe data.
Although papers on xAPI commonly mention the benefits of xAPI in terms of interoperability, most of the studies that use or explore the use of xAPI to describe data
worked with only one data source (Hruska, Long, Amburn, Kilcullen, & Poeppelman,
2014; Megliola, De Vito, Sanguini, Wild, & Lefrere, 2014; Papadokostaki, Panagiotakis,
Vassilakis, & Malamos, 2017; Wu, Guo, & Zhu, 2020; Zapata-Rivera & Petrie, 2018). In
such cases, there is no practical experience with the challenges and limitations regarding data descriptions and interoperability. For instance, the challenges related to the
flexibility of xAPI and data descriptions do not readily appear. The data can be described in different ways, all accepted according to xAPI. It is when trying to integrate
xAPI data from different sources the challenges of inconsistent descriptions will surface. Thus, out of the five referenced examples using only one data source, four of them
do not touch on challenges related to xAPI and data descriptions/interoperability. The
exception is Hruska et al. (2014) who examine challenges with, and give examples on,
how to encode information about teams/groups in xAPI statements, including descriptions of group context. Interestingly, Megliola et al. (2014) have many reflections on vocabulary (verbs and objects) for describing events in their modelling domain
(aeronautics), but the reflections are based on multiple theories in linguistics rather
than the practical application in xAPI.
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Having examined the knowledge base, we have found a very limited number of studies that utilize xAPI to integrate data originating from multiple data sources and share
lessons learnt from such a project. The CLA toolkit case study (Bakharia et al., 2016)
was one such study. Here, data from different social media were described in xAPI
format and integrated in an LRS for use in a systemic analytics solution. The project included designing a common vocabulary through re-use of concepts from W3C ActivityStreams 1.05 and providing mappings from individual tool concepts to the common
concepts. They also examined how context could potentially be described and made
decisions on how to describe context in the project. At the time of the study, xAPI profiles had not been added to xAPI. Thus, vocabulary and data type/validation rules could
not be described in a machine-readable manner. Rather, the vocabulary, together with
prescriptions on how to describe social media data, were stored in a recipe. A recipe is
a textual description on how xAPI statements for a certain experience can be constructed (Miller, 2018). At the time, recipes were the common means to share the implementation of an information model with a community of practice, serving as a
potential aid in terms of interoperability. They were, however, not machine-readable.
Through actual usage of xAPI, the researchers working on the CLA toolkit were able to
identify challenges and complexities of the data integration approach. Among the
lessons learnt were that providing xAPI context data, while optional according to the
standard, was essential for their project. In addition, they recommended that xAPI be
extended with the JSON-LD specification, as the lack of machine-readable vocabularies
and rules were a weakness of the xAPI specification.
Following the research by Bakharia et al. (2016), we see that xAPI has introduced
capabilities of machine-readable vocabularies and rules, since the xAPI profiles specification has been added to xAPI. Thus, machine-readability is no longer a core problem
of xAPI (although it is of importance that tools and libraries implement the methods
needed to read metadata descriptions and apply data typing/validation rules). It is encouraging to see that xAPI has used the results from research when choosing to add
JSON-LD capabilities.
xAPI, through xAPI profiles which are defined using the JSON-LD format, leverage
semantic technologies to allow for documents that are not only readable by humans,
but also machines. In their article, Verborgh and Vander Sande (2020) discuss the importance of not conducting research related to semantic technologies in a vacuum (e.g.,
controlled research experiment). While researchers are often reluctant to take their solutions out of the labs, deeming large-scale technology use as a trivial engineering problem, this article highlights that practical use of the technologies outside of the safe
research environments, e.g., through integrating data from sources containing realworld rather than synthetic data, is likely to uncover new challenges that need to be
solved in order to promote adoption among practitioners. The results from our interviews indicate that there is indeed a need for more practical research with real-world
data description and integration.
Research has shown that data integration within LA, an important part of LA scalability, is a challenge in itself. Previous research in the domain of LA and higher education has found that if data are integrated, they typically originate only from a few data
5

https://activitystrea.ms/
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sources; when data are integrated, the integration is often of data of similar formats
(technically, this type of integration is easier than combining data of different formats),
and there seems to be little use of learning activity data specifications such as xAPI
(Samuelsen et al., 2019). One reason that xAPI is not used more for data integration
may be that many tools do not support providing data in the form of xAPI statements.
In such cases, the use of xAPI can be challenging, since transforming data to xAPI format is likely to require a considerable effort. Depending on the situation, it may be
more convenient to store data of similar formats originating from different data sources
in a NoSQL database (e.g., if the data integrated are provided as JSON through REST
APIs), even though the problem of alignment of concepts from different sources will
still be a challenge. In some cases, the integration approach may also be a manual one,
e.g., through copying and pasting data from data sources into excel sheets; an approach
that may also require considerable human effort. In the case of xAPI and other learning
activity data specifications/standards, there seems to be a need for more tools supporting their formats.
While previous research has found little evidence of xAPI use in the research literature (Samuelsen et al., 2019), the xAPI guide by Learning Pool provides information
that there are tools that can export data in xAPI format (Betts & Smith, 2019). These
include LMSs, content management systems, and authoring tools. The tools often provide the xAPI export functionality through plugins. Due to the flexibility of xAPI data
descriptions, however, one cannot expect statements from these tools to meaningfully
integrate (i.e., to scale), since different plugins, made by different developers, may use
different syntactic and semantic structures for describing the same data. For the statements of an xAPI-enabled tool to be compatible with statements from a number of
other xAPI-enabled tools, we can imagine that the tool will need a number of similar
plugins, each plugin making statements compatible with statements from a specific tool
or set of tools. While there are architectures (Apereo, 2020; JISC, 2020) that provide
connectors/plugins for several tools to store their data as xAPI in a common data store,
the problem is still not solved since different architectures can also model data of similar types in different ways. Thus, there is a need for tools that can provide xAPI data in
a coherent format.
Looking at studies using xAPI, we find, consistent with its flexibility, a diverse
set of examples of how researchers add, or intend to add, context data. Not all examples seem to be within the intended use of xAPI. Wu et al. (2020) demonstrate
using ContextActivities—parent to store a verb as an activity, even though a verb
is not an activity, and should not be the parent of an activity. Sottilare, Long, and
Goldberg (2017) propose to add course to the xAPI result structure, even though
it is added in the published xAPI vocabulary as an activity type that can be used
in the context structure with ContextActivities (Advanced Distributed Learning,
2020b). We also find examples related to the different ways ContextActivities can
be used to describe data. Several works use ContextActivities—grouping and ContextActivities—other in the same statement (Claggett, 2018; Hruska et al., 2014),
even though we have identified that it is not really clear that there is a difference
between the two structures. These examples confirm our findings that there is a
need to enhance the expressibility of context in xAPI. The recommended addition
of context dimensions would be one way to enable more consistent description of
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the data. Documentation, data typing, and validation should provide clarity and
guidance regarding how to achieve this goal.
In the xAPI specification, learning objects and their context are represented through
activities. An activity has an id (an identifying IRI), and an optional definition stored in
an Activity Definition Object (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2017c). The activity definition can be stored together with the activity id in the xAPI statement, or it can be
stored in the activity id IRI and downloaded by the LRS (hosted metadata solution).
While xAPI can represent learning objects and their context, the topic of representing
learning objects has also been addressed by several other standards, including “ISO/IEC
19788 Information technology - Learning, education and training - Metadata for learning resources” (International Organization for Standardization, 2011) and “Encoded
Archival Context – Corporate bodies, Persons and Families” (Mazzini & Ricci, 2011).
Thus, the xAPI community could look to such standards when aiming to provide future improvements for learning object representation.
The challenges we have identified with xAPI may lead us to question if IMS Caliper
would currently be better suited for representing interaction data in the educational domain. Examining the specification (IMS Global, 2018), we find there are 14 available
profiles (called metric profiles), which target experiences such as assessment, forum,
and tool use. Similar to xAPI, Caliper also supports machine-readable data descriptions
through JSON-LD. It seems that Caliper has the potential of avoiding many of the xAPI
problems caused by flexibility. For instance, it provides a pre-defined vocabulary of
available verbs (called actions). In addition, a specific event (e.g., assessment event) has
a number of pre-defined properties for context that can or must be specified. The
properties available vary based on the event type. In the case where there is a need to
add a context property not available in the specification, there is a generic extension
object, where additional properties can be added (similar to extensions in xAPI). When
describing experiences not included in the specification, however, the only option is to
use the generic (basic) profile, which supports only generic events (which can use any
number of properties), but that can only use the verbs from the pre-defined vocabulary.
It seems the use of the basic profile will also pose challenges related to interoperability
due to its flexibility in terms of using generic events. Furthermore, while waiting for the
addition of new profiles, the pre-defined verbs may not cover the actual needs of users.
Since it appears that Caliper is more geared toward the big EdTech companies (Griffiths & Hoel, 2016), this becomes a considerable barrier to adoption for smaller vendors
and researchers. For projects that need to support experiences outside of the 14 experiences for which there are profiles, it seems that xAPI would be the better choice after
all.
In this case study, we have focused our attention on one specific case, the AVT project. Although we have only examined one project, it is one that really strives to integrate multiple data sources. This case study is one of few studies that has emphasized
revealing and addressing challenges and limitations in a data specification, focusing on
context descriptions. The research is conducted outside of the safe lab environment,
meaning we can identify challenges that would otherwise remain unnoticed. While
others have previously identified some of the challenges and limitations of xAPI, this
seems to be the first paper that systematically examines challenges and limitations of
xAPI context, through involving stakeholders having experienced xAPI in a real-world
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case, and that gives recommendations on how the context descriptions can be enriched
through changes to the context structure and other means in order to improve
expressibility.

Conclusion and future work
This paper presents an exploratory case study, taking place in a real-world setting,
using the AVT project as a case. The research has aimed to systematically identify challenges and limitations of using a current learning activity data standard (i.e., xAPI) for
describing learning context with regard to interoperability and data integration. Subsequently, we have provided recommendations, in summarized form, for the identified
challenges and limitations. Our research has identified a lack of clarity in how to describe context data in xAPI regarding interoperability and data integration. The recommendations relate not only to description/modelling of context in xAPI, but also to
data typing, validation, and documentation, as all these are essential to enhance the
expressibility of xAPI context.
Despite xAPI’s potential regarding interoperability, we see a tendency in studies using
xAPI that most of them describe only data from one data source. Additionally, in the
cases where multiple data sources are actually integrated, few reflect on limitations or
challenges concerning data descriptions. In order to scale up LA, particularly when integrating data from multiple sources, it is essential to describe data in a coherent way.
Therefore, we strongly encourage others in the LA research community, using xAPI for
data integration, to try out the recommended solutions in their own projects. Currently,
it is not possible to make use of all recommendations since some will require a change
to the xAPI/xAPI profile specifications. Related to the recommendations that can be
implemented, we especially highlight the use of xAPI profiles to provide vocabularies
and to specify shared data typing and validation rules (through statement templates
and patterns).
We acknowledge that there are some limitations with our research. Due to the qualitative approach, where we thematically analyzed data from in-depth interviews with a
limited number of participants representing different stakeholder perspectives, the findings are based on our study, although many of the challenges are supported by the
literature. Thus, although our results may not be generalizable, they are based on a
real-life case involving multiple stakeholders and multiple data sources. Furthermore,
the recommendations have not yet been detailed in depth, implemented, and validated.
In future work, we will proceed with the next steps in the methodology, including detailing the recommended solutions that are summarized in this paper, and stakeholder
validation of the implementable recommendations through using the xAPI and xAPI
profile specifications for data descriptions in two separate projects.
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